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Abstract Now a days the people's attraction towards Automated Teller Machine(ATM) has
been increasing even in rural areas. As of now the security provided by all the bank is ATM
pin number. Hackers know the way to easily identify the pin number and withdraw money if
they haven stolen the ATM card. Also, the Automated Teller Machine is broken and the
money is stolen. To overcome these disadvantages, we propose an approach “Automated
Secure Tracking System” to secure and tracking the changes in ATM. In this approach, while
creating the bank account, the bank should scan the iris known (a part or movement of our eye)
and fingerprint of the customer. The scanning can be done with the position of the eye
movements and fingerprints identified with the shortest measurements. When the card is
swiped then ATM should request the pin, scan the iris and recognize the fingerprint and then
allow the customer to withdraw money. If somebody tries to break the ATM an alert message
is given to the nearby police station and the ATM shutter is automatically closed. This helps in
avoiding the hackers who withdraw money by stealing the ATM card and also helps the
government in identifying the criminals easily.

1. Introduction
An ATM card is any payment card issued by all the financial institutions that enables a customer to
access ATM to perform transaction such as deposits, withdrawals, etc. Most of the people rely on
ATM's than banks. They cannot imagine their day to day activities without ATM that was realized
recently. But the security features of ATM still need improvement. The first level of security as of
now is the pin number. But the rural people who do not have sufficient knowledge of ATM they will
rely on somebody to withdraw the cash for the first time, even though they can manage it later. At that
time, their pin number is leaked to the third person. There arises the lack of security. Therefore, the
security features should be enhanced. ATM hackers are not afraid because they cannot be traced
easily.
Moreover, ATM has its advantages and disadvantages. As the multiple location accessibility, the
ATM service has been quickly accessed by the customers. The user has the option of changing the pin
numbers whenever required. Frequently the money withdrawal and deposit become easier than the
regular processing procedures followed in the bank. In parallel, if the user lost the pin number it is
difficult to use the ATM machine. For the rural peoples should learn more training to use the ATM
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machine. To focus on the overall advantages and disadvantages the quick accessible ATM machine
should enhance with more security features for people’s daily usage.
2. Related Work
Anushasalam et al,(2014) proposes multilevel security of ATM transactions gives an insight into how
ATM works and how to enhance the security in ATM. In this concept, the author discuss by creating
an android App and the user is supposed to login into the App with a password. Then the card should
be swiped and the pin number is entered. The pin number and the password of the App is stored the
data base and they are checked for symmetry. After verification, the users should enter the transaction
id in the mobile application and all the process is carried out in the mobile phone itself. Only the cash
is withdrawn in the ATM. There occurs a problem if both the pin number and password of the App is
leaked, then it can be hacked easily. This method improves the alert to the customers to use the ATM
cash transactions.
Jane NgoziOruh, (2014) designed a fingerprint systems in ATM. Even the finger print system fails,
there is a chance of taking the finger prints also. So, the author proposed a three-factor authentication
system which includes smart card, biometrics and the pin number. In this approach, the Authentication
algorithm included as first level, Biometric system operation as the second level and user third factor
authentication as the third level of security. Using this approach, the ATM system enhance its security
with the three levels of execution.
3. Automated Secure Tracking System
In Figure.1.the proposed method “Automated secure Tracking System” process started the processing
with the PIN number verification. Once the number verification has done card transaction has done
with the two way of secure analysis method. Such as Finger print verification and eye ball detection.
This method has been executed with the proposed algorithm “Secure Monitor Tracking Analysis”. In
this technique, the finger prints as well as the eye ball moving positions are detected.
4. Secure Monitor Tracking Analysis – Algorithm
(1). The user enters the four-digit PIN Number.
(2). PIN number executed for all types of verification.
(3). Customer selects the processing to any types of transactions. Such as withdrawal or
deposit or balance enquiry.
(4). After the verification, the Bio metric has been recognized from the user with the eye ball
movement.
(5). The eye ball movement been recognized for the straight view, left view and the right
view.
i. Straight view recorded for -> 90 Degree
ii. Left view recorded for -> 180 Degree w.r.t 90 (straight view)
iii. Right view recorded for -> 180 Degree w.r.t 90 (straight view)
(6). The three views are recorded and that matched with the record (bank) database. Such as
the customer essential data verification of Aadhar card/Ration Card/ Passport/Voter Id.
(7). Once the finger print + eye ball detection + Customer essential Id verification matched the
message have been sent to the customer mobile number.
(8). If any one of the data has not matched the process get stopped and it started from the
beginning.
With the secure monitor analysis process the security has been enhanced with the three ways of
verification. Three types of security have been elaborated with the finger print rectification, eye ball
detection with three views and customer data verification. By the proposed method the Automated
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Secure Tracking system only executes if it matches all these three conditions. The Eye ball view
movement has monitored with the straight view, left view and right view. If the three views are
recorded
then the
detection
gets
recorded
in the iris
system.
PIN Number verification

Card Transactions

Finger print verification

Eye ball view detection

Message alert Notification to
the customer

Figure.1. AUTOMATED SECURE TRACKING SYSTEM

The iris scanner scans the user's eye ball view movement. The recorded view signal is send to the
Micro controller which activates the driver circuit and enables the transaction. If the iris does not
match then the signal to the microcontroller will recognize that something went wrong and it will track
the given iris in the bank database. In the meanwhile, if the matching has not been recognized the
unmatched person photo has captured and send as the alert message to the cardholder. Other than the
system improves its security with the Alert Notification. If somebody tries to break the ATM machine
and try to take the money an Alert Notification is sent to the nearby police station and the door of the
room is closed automatically.
5. Conclusion
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The proposed Automated Secured Tracking system provides a three-way security in the form of finger
print verification, Eye ball view detection and message alert notification for a ATM customer. The
advantage of processing this proposed system will lead the customer to withdraw, deposit the amount
in a secured way. The proposed system also leads the three-view eye ball detection to match with the
customer database. This technique will prevent the unauthorized person to hack the PIN number and
misuse of ATM card. In future, the work was enhanced with the agent based techniques for message
alert notification using mobile applications.
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